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Abstract 
Dyflicia (Directory of Libraries and Information Centers in Malaysia) is a web- 
based system that provides information on libraries and information centers in Malaysia. 
This system provides an interactive search and browse function to make the retrieving of 
information faster and easier for the users. The Dyflicia' s members include the 
Directors of a library or Information Center and the System Administrators. The 
Directors will register his or hers institution and they can maintain the information from 
time to time. The System Administrators will use the Management subsystem to 
manag the in titution records and registration, members and the feedback from the 
u er . 
Thi rep rt egin with the intr ducti n part. The intr ducti n part con si t f 
the pr [ect definiti n bje .tivc tar ct u crs, 'C pc, lirnitati n schedule, expected 
utc me and th' r 'P rt lay ut. It i r llow ·d y th lit ratur rcvi 'W which includes th 
ap r ache t lit raturc r i ·w, ' 
p ct di cu i n. N' ·t is th m th dot gy for dcv ·I pmg yflicia. Here, the 
waterfall life- y l m del whi ·h will us dis Ii' .usscd. 
he r p rt ntinues v ith the sy tern analy i which includes the user functional 
and n n-functi nal r quir ment . The technical requirements analysis is also included 
in thi chapter which covers the software and hardware requirements. The next chapter 
is the system design which includes the system structure design, application architecture 
design context diagram and data flow diagram), system database diagram, and interface 
design. 
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After system design, comes the system implementation, which discusses the 
implementation aspects of Dyflicia. System testing comes next which discusses the 
testing that is done on Dyflicia. The report ends with system evaluation and conclusion 
which stated Dyflicia's strength, limitations, future enhancement, problems faced and a 
brief conclusion for the whole theses. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Definitions 
Library and Information Centers are very important places for everyone 
including children, teachers, engineers or a retired accountant. They are the places for 
information seekers to search and retrieve information. Besides, libraries can also be a 
place for entertainment and relaxing reading. In Malaysia, every state has libraries and 
information centers. Almost every district in Malaysia has at least a library and even 
schools have their own libraries. 
Locating and finding information about a library or information center can be a 
problem as not all libraries or information centers' information is published. To solve 
this problem, Dyflicia is proposed. Basically, Dyflicia or the Directory of Library and 
Information enters in Malay ia is a web-based system for organizing, maintaining and 
retrieving f library and information center ' information in Malaysia. Below are the 
definitions of terms used. 
Web-based 
A web-based system is basically an online system where users can access it 
anywhere via an Internet browser through an Internet connection. It means, Dyflicia can 
be accessed anywhere around the world as long as there is an Internet connection. 
Directory 
A directory is an organizational unit used to organize items into a hierarchical. It 
contains bookkeeping information about the items in the hierarchical. In Dyflicia, a unit 
in the directory represents a library or an information center's information. 
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Library 
A place in which literary and artistic materials, such as books, periodicals, 
newspapers, pamphlets, prints, records, and tapes, are kept for reading, reference, or 
lending. Dyflicia is a system that will help users to identify and locate a library. 
Information Center 
Place where information is organized by information professionals. It aims to 
help people to search and retrieve information. Dyflicia is a system that will help users 
to identify and locate a library. 
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1.2 Project Objective 
This project is aimed to develop the Directory of Library and Information Center 
in Malaysia (Dyflicia) which is a web-based directory system. Dyflicia can be used to 
organize and retrieve the information and details about libraries and information centers 
in Malaysia. Therefore, it will also become a centralized storage for libraries and 
information centers' information in Malaysia. 
For information retrieval, Dyflicia can be accessed via an Internet browser 
anytime and anywhere as long as there is an Internet connection. Users can browse 
through the directory and als perf rm a earch to ave their time. 
T rganize the inti rmati n, an adrnini trat r u 
(Direct r) sub y tern will b d v loped t maintain an m 
and acti itic . Th admini trat r · will maintain the ystern while the direct r will 
n-in-charge 
r gi ter hi r her in tituti n inf rrnati n and update it when nee 'S ary. Thi i 
imp rtant t make sure the inf rrnati n pr vided i relevant and up-t -datc. 1 hcref re, 
there will be a data a e s t m to kc p all th r ·c rd and a login ub y tern for the 
administration. 
To pr ide a centralized storage Dyflicia will be developed as an online 
databas ystem. That means a database will be used to store all the information about 
libraries and information centers. Un
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1.3 Target Users 
Dyflicia is targeted at: 
Any online users who want to find a library or information centers since library 
and information center is used by almost everyone. 
Person-in-Charge (director) of a library or information center to register his or 
hers institution 
Administrator who will maintain the Dyflicia's system. 
1.4 Project Scope 
Ba ically there will be three type f Dyflicia' u ers. They are the public u er , 
member and the administrator. The us rs are the pe pie wh will be using the yst m 
and the admini trat r v ho will maintain th· 'Y st sm. The m mber hip i nly pen t 
per on-in-char c r th' direct r r a library r inf' rrnati n center wh will register and 
maintain their own instituti n informati n. 
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1.5 Project Limitations 
There are some limitations of Dyflicia. These limitations are caused by the scope 
and the security consideration of Dyflicia. 
a. Information Provided 
a. Only the following types of library and information center are 
provided: 
1. National Library of Malaysia 
2. Academic - University and Colleges (Exclude Secondary and 
Primary School) 
3. Pu lie/ late 
4. pecial 1 ranc - vemm nt and N n- vcrnmcnt 
b. Only the following information of a library or information centers 
are provided. 
1. Name 
2. T pe 
s cripti n 
4. RL 
5. Picture 
6. Address 
7. City/Town 
8. State 
9. Person-In-Charge 
l 0. ontact Number 
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11. Opening Hours 
12. Open To (example: Public, member, staff) 
13. Collection Size (Printed) 
14. Catalogue Form (example: Card) 
15. Catalogue Type (example: Author/Title; Subject) 
16. Catalogue Code (example: AACR II) 
17. Classification Scheme (example: Dewey Decimal) 
18. Services Provided (example: Lending, current awareness) 
19. Special Programme (example: ngli h lass) 
20. pecial quipment (example: OHP) 
b. Maintenance and ecurity 
nly th' admini strator and member can m dily the rec rd in the 
databa e. r cann t modify anything a' thi might re ult in unw nt d 
changes t the databa sc r c rds. 
c. Language Used 
Dyflicia will be u in) En iii h as the medium and it docs not support multi- 
language. Implementation of Malay and Mandarin will be considered as the 
future enhancement. 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
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1.7 Expected Outcome 
It is expected to provide a web-based system to organize, retrieve and store 
information on libraries and information centers in Malaysia. The system must provide 
an easy to use and user-friendly interface. It also must have sufficient input validation 
and error-traps. Besides, Dyflicia must also be easy to maintain when it is needed. 
1.8 Report Layout 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
Include the Project Definition Project bjectives, Project cope , Project 
imitati n , Proj l hedul ' and Proj ict ayout. 
Chapter 2: Literature Overview 
Thi chapter will di cuss the re search ar ·a and the technical requirements f this 
project. 
Chapter 3 : Methodology 
This hapter will di cu the research and development strategies. 
Chapter 4 : System Analysis 
This chapter will include the system's functional and non-functional 
requirements. Hardware and software requirements will also be discussed here. 
Chapter S: System Design 
Design Issues in building the projects such as system hierarchy, flow chart of 
ystem, sample user interface design and database de ign will be di cus ed h re. 
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Chapter 6: System Implementation 
Dyflicia's modules development and implementation will be discussed in this 
chapter. 
Chapter 7: System Testing 
This chapter discuss the testing performed on Dyflicia and the its result. 
Chapter 8: System Evaluation and Conclusion 
This chapter includes the summary of Dyflicia's strength and weakness, problem 
encountered during its life cycle and future enhancement if given more time. Basically 
it is about the conclu ion of whole theses. 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Role of Literature Overview 
The main role of literature review is to place the project in the context of others, 
which might have similar characteristics. It helps the developer to know some of the 
existing features in the similar system. Besides, it helps the developer to identify the 
strengths and limitations of several similar systems. This is the real challenge before 
making a final system decision to start developing the system. All gathered information 
from literature review can help the developer to choose the best way and methods to 
develop the sy tern. In ther word re ear hes n xi ting system have to be done t 
build a good y tern. Inf rmati n athered will equip the devel per with the knowlcd c 
that i imp rtant and ~ ntial in th' plannin 1, analy i , de ign and implementation f 
the yst m. 
2.2 Approaches to Literature Review 
c nduot th· re ar h f r the pr ject three techniques have been used. These 
techniques are: 
a) Analysis of Existing System 
b) Internet 
c) Reading Materials 
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In this method, five web-based directories of libraries is chosen and evaluated. 
Their functionality, user interface, strength and weakness are analyzed 
2.2.1.1 Libweb - Library WWW Servers 
Contents 
• Keyword Search for location, library type, name or other Information. 
Se ch 
• Unit d States 
E st 
p cifk 
Figure 2.1 Lib Web Main Page 
a) URL: http:1,sunsitc.bcrkdcy.cdu/l,ibwch/ 
b) Introduction 
This site allows search for search location, library type, name or other 
information. The list is organized into zones such as Europe, Africa, Middle East and 
Asia for example. There are links to other library related sites on the fir t page. 
l 1 
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c) Strength 
Lots oflist oflibrary- over 7100 pages 
d) Weakness 
Only the links are provided, no further information on the library. No so user friendly as 
there are too many links on one main page. Add a new entry is located at the bottom, 
user nay not realize it. 
2.2.1.2 lib-web-cats 
lib-web-cats 
A directory of libraries throughout the world. 
(hint: for public libr111es, ntor 1ty or e unty) 
Quicks ar h: nt r th n m or th in tltution assoc1 t d 
with tho ubr ry: 
0th 1 senrch 01Hlons: Find hbrtrioe by type nd/or 
g ogr phi loc t1 n 
Llh1•"Y1 y110: 
City: .....------- 
Stat : 
Co1111t1y: 
Not II ulw.ill your library's information 
Whllt's new? Libraries add d thjs week. 
1llto1·: hb-w b·cats ism intainad by Marshall Breeding, Library 
T chnology Officer, VanderbJI! Uniyers1ty 
Browse by geogr aphic Iocntlcn: 
United States and Cnnada: ~ 6l!!fu ~ ~ ~ ~ Conneelicut Delaware Florida Georgia Guam 
~ !lmhQ ~Indiana ~~Kentucky Louisiana M.filM ~Massachusetts Michigan Minnesota Mississippi 
M!ttQ.v.{i ~Nebraska~ New Hampshire New Jersey New Mexico New York North Carolina North Dakota Ohio 
Oklahoma Oregon Pennsylvania Puerto Rico Rhode Island South Carolina South Dakota Tennessee Texas Utah VirginlSi;nds 
Vprmnnt Virninil'I WA<:hinntnn r1i<:trir:I nf C:nh1mhiA WA<:f Virninia Wi<:rnn<:in Wvnminn AlhPrfl'I Rriti<:h C:nh1mhiA M"nitnhA N..w v 
Figure 2.2 Lib-Web-Cats Main Page 
a) URL: http://w\\w.librarytcchnology.org/libwchcats/ 
b) Introduction 
This site ts similar to Libweb - Library WWW er er ·. The m iorit r the 
current listings are in North Am •ri 'ti whit' th numl -r:-1 or libi iri :.; 1 ·11'l·~t·ntcd in thcr 
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parts of the globe is growing. Each listing includes links to the library's website and 
online catalog. Other information available includes the geographic location, address, 
library type, current and previous library automation systems used, and the size of the 
library's collection. 
c) Strength 
It has advanced search which include searching for collection size and show ASP 
sites only for example. The library information includes many details. Besides, this 
web has interaction with the users. It allows user to give comment or volunteer to 
become an a ociate editor. It al o has a library submission for u ers. 
d) Weakness 
he interface is quite simple and u ct many w rds. 
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2.2.1.3 Libdex 
LIBUEX 
11 l , r 11 
Largest Online Library 
400,000+ Books, Joumals I!. Articles 
Search and read full text online 
Library Internet Filter 
Control Web access as needed with 
CyBlock software for libraries. 
• ( l 
• OPAC Vendor 
Links 
- r 1L;,... nio _ "' ,,~ 
- Publishers' Catalogues 
- Friends of Libraries 
- Peter Scott's Library Blog 
- Library Weblogs 
- U11e Reference 
- Library Journals 
- Record Labels 
- Newspapers 
- Reference 
Browse libraries by: 
,I •.I I 
New/Updated Entries 
Bookstores 
• ebebooks 
• Al1bri< 
• Amuon.c 
·Amazon.com 
• Amazon .co .uk 
• O rn s · Noble 
lll dw ll'•UK 
• Che piers Ce Md s 
Books on Writing 
·ZOO Writ r's M rk I 
Wntt th Pert Lt eciok 
P1opo I 
• M I< Mon y elt·P11hhsh1n<J 
1 he •J 1no of W1i•in9 fo1 
Ch1ldr~n 
llow lo l'1Jbl1.t1 cur Arti hs. 
• Th~ ' If Publi h1n9 Menii I 
Find a library: 
Enter one keywo1 d or phras 
'/ 
• 'Ex ct match Keyword 
1t.9.Ch~90 
"·9· Chl<Mi:o Pub/IC lll>l'!Jrv 
w b llbd ><. om 
Figur • 2.3 Llbd Milin Pngc 
a) URL: http: \\" '' .lihdcx.com.' 
b) Introduction 
Libdex i a worldwide directory of library homepages, web-based OP A Cs, Friends of 
the Library pages, and library e-commerce affiliate links. The directory can be browsed 
using country or OP AC vendors. 
c) Strength 
lt has a large collection of library, over 18,000 lists. 
14 
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d) Weakness 
It only has a basic keyword search, not much detail on a library and no users 
submission. 
2.2.1.4 Liblinks 
.ORG 
Welcome to l 1bli .r 1 , a directory of library resource links 
organized by American States . Ciiek the Map to start ... 
< > 
Figure 2.4 Liblinks Main Page 
a) URL: http:/ \vww.liblinks.org/ 
b) Introduction 
A simple directory of library resource links organized by American States. 
c) treogth: 
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Large collection of library source in American States. 
d) Weakness 
Library list only available in American States, less detail on library and no user's 
submission. Only library's name, links and description are available. 
2.2.1.5 The WWW Library Directory: 
The WWW Library Directory: 
Main Menu 
Currently indexing over 8800 libraries and library-related Web sites in 130 countries. 
This site contains no ads, and is not built from a database that will only allow you to view one 
listing at a time. 
And while you're at it, check out the relst d sit Th Great library Card Collection 
Here's a blast from the p st. The directory as it looked In ·1 %1 
Support this site 
today I 
nranaan hannr 1yttem 
ltl'!'L~'"~ 
[ 
••••h thl ,,. Powt•td by ••• f 1MI 
US States I kd I 
Alabama Alask1 A11z n Arkans lit 1111 
Colorado Connecticut Delaware H 11d or Ii Ii wtiii I~ ho lllmoic; lndiune iowo Kanscs I< ntucl~ 
Louisiana Maine Maryland MJssachusetts tvlrcl1rq n Minn O~ Mrss1ss1ppi Missouri Montana ~~ brasl 
Nevad, New Hampsl111'ti Ntiw J rs y New Maxi N w Yotl< N 1ll1 Cf.11 hn N rth kot h10 klel1omo 
Oregon Pennsylvarna Rhoda Island South Cmolin South okot I nn ss l $XElS Utah Vermont 
Virginia Washington West Vir ink W1scon·in Wy minq W)shln 1011. . & I derel Government U.S. 
Military Virgin Islands (U ) Puerto rec (U ... ) us m (US) 
Countries 
Albania Algeria Andorra Angola 
Argentina Armenia Australia Austria Azerbaijan Bahamas Bahrain Bangladesh Barbados 
Belarus Belgium Benin Bermuda Bolivia Bosnia-Herzegovina Botswana 
Brazil Brunei Darussalam Bulgaria 
Canada Chile China 
Figure 2.5 WWW Library Directory Main Menu 
a) URL: http://www.wcbpan.com/msaucrs/libdir/ 
b) Introduction: 
urrently indexing over 8800 libraries and library-related Web site, in 1 O c untrie 
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c) Strength: 
It has large collection and support online-submission. 
d) Weakness: 
Use third-party searching service, the service might go down. It has a basic user 
interface. Only library's name and links are available. 
2.2.1.6 Existing System findings 
Based on the existing systems analysis it is found that most of the systems are 
foreign system which contains more information about library and information centers in 
other c untrie . Although ome has record f library and informati n centers in 
Malaysia it only link t it or ha an addrc s of it without any additional data such a the 
c llcction izc and contact informati n. B 'ides Malay ia library and information 
record arc al very limit id in those ystcm . 
17 
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2.2.1.6.1 Comparison of Current System with Dyflicia 
Browse 
Search 
Submit Record 
Navigation 
Information Provided 
User Interface 
Communication 
: Can user browse through the records? 
: Can user search the records? 
: Can users submit the record? 
: The links or buttons for users to go from page to page 
: The information of library and information centers. 
: The design of the page 
: The level of communication between the user and user or the system owner 
Table 2.IComparison of Current ;ystem wit IV ICta 
Lib web lib-web-cats Libdex Liblinks The Dyjlicia WWW 
Library 
Directorv 
Browse By By By Country By Yes By State, 
region region us Town/City and 
States Tvoe 
Search By Search by By No Yes Keyword 
Keyword. fields keyword Use search and 
third field 
party earch 
earch 
function 
Submit Record Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes. 
Information Name, N 1111C Nume Name, Name, For a comp let 
Provided RL, Type Type, Description, URL Ii l, pica c 
Location RL, RL UR refer to 
Addre s hapt r 4: 
System 
Analy i 
(Functional 
Requirement 
Analysis) 
Navigation Link are ink · lfi.l Links to Only a link Links arc Navigation is 
attercd utt red thor to the first scattered provided at the 
cctions arc page from in a page top of the 
provided at every others page. 
the bottom page 
of the page 
User Interface Simple, Simple, Simple, Simple, Simple Interface will 
Minimal Minimal use minimal very and very be designed 
Use of of graphic. use minimal minimal with some 
graphic. Too much of graphic. use of 
. 
use of graphics and 
words in a graphic graphic user interface 
page rules will be 
followed 
Communication None Links Email No Email Feedback and 
To the Email 
system 
maintainer. 
S ith Dvflici 
l 
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2.2.2 Internet 
Nowadays, Internet has become a very popular place for people to search and 
gather information. The Internet provides the expertise information needed for 
developing the system. For example, information about software and hardware can be 
found from lots of web pages. This can be use as guidelines in determining the system 
requirements such as web development technologies and types of web servers. Besides, 
the online forum is a great source of information from various users. Current 
information such as the web programming language and web site design can be gathered 
from an online computer forum such like Neowin.net 
2.2.3 Reading Materials - Books, Newspapers and Magazines 
A for b k , newspapers and magazine , a lot of information on computer 
software and hardware an e found. For example, the ooks n web programming 
language are identified to help the developer in choo ring a language which is more 
suitable to use based n th' d .vel per s knowledge and experience . rom the 
new paper and magazine , d 'V 'I per can learn the current trend of the web 
technologi s. hese newspapers and magazines include Computimes, PC.Com, PC 
Plus, CHIP Malaysia and PC Magazine. 
2.3 System Development Technologies 
Below are the complied list of the information on various kind of development 
technologies gathered from Internet, books and other reading material . 
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2.3.3.1 Comparison of Web-Based Development Technologies 
Below are three latest web-based development technologies that can be used to 
develop Dyflicia. 
a. ASP.NET 
ASP .NET is a technology for creating dynamic Web applications. It is part of the 
.NET Framework; developer can author ASP.NET applications in any .NET compatible 
language, including Visual Basic .NET, C#, and JScript .NET. ASP.NET pages (Web 
Forms) are compiled, providing better performance than with scripting languages. Web 
Forms allow developer to build powerful forms-based Web pages. When building these 
page devel per can use A P.N ,.T server control' t create common Ul elements, and 
program them f r c mmon ta k . 'I he e c ntr Is all w developer t rapidly build a Web 
orrn out f reu able built-in r cu stern comp ncnt implifying the c de of a pag . 
ASP.N pr vides a pr grammin model, and infrastructure, to make creating scalable, 
secure and stable appli ations fa ter and ea sier than with prcviou Web technologies. 
b.PHP 
PHP is mainly focused on server-side scripting, so developer can do anything any 
other CGI program can do, such as collect form data, generate dynamic page content, or 
send and receive cookies. But PHP can do much more. 
PHP can be used on all major operating systems, including Linux, many Unix 
variants (including HP-UX, Solaris and OpenBSD), Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X, 
R1 C 0 , and probably others. PHP has also support for most f the web ervers t day. 
This includes Apache, Microsoft Internet Inform uion S xv r, Pers n ,1 W t er er. 
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Netscape and iPlanet servers, Oreilly Website Pro server, Caudium, Xitami, 
OmniHTTPd, and many others. For the majority of the servers PHP has a module, for 
the others supporting the CGI standard, PHP can work as a CGI processor. 
c. JSP 
JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology enables Web developers and designers to 
rapidly develop and easily maintain, information-rich, dynamic Web pages that leverage 
existing business systems. As part of the Java technology family, JSP technology 
enables rapid development of Web-based applications that are platform independent. 
JSP technology separates the user interface from content generation, enabling designers 
to change the overall page lay ut without altering the underlying dynamic content. 
J P tcchn l gy u scs M -lik lags that cncap ·ulatc the logic that generate the 
content for the page. The application lo zic can re ide in icrvcr-bascd re ourccs ( u has 
JavaBean comp n mt ar ihit 'Clure) that the age accc 'SC with the e tag . Any and all 
formatting (HTM r ML tugs arc pa sscd dir ictly back t the response page. By 
separating the page l gic fr m it design and di play and supporting a reusable 
component-based design JSP technology makes it faster and easier than ever to build 
Web-based applications. 
. 1 
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Below are a summary of advantages and disadvantages ASP.NET, PHP and JSP. 
Table 2.2 Com narison between ASP NET, PHP and JSP 
Pro Con 
ASP.NET Easier and faster to Required IIS Web-Server 
develop than ASP by which can only run on 
using Microsoft Visual Windows-Based (NT and 
Studio.NET. Can use VB above) system with .NET 
script as server-side framework installed. 
scripting which is easy to 
learn by a beginner 
pr grammer. Work well 
with Micro oft QL 
crver 2000. 
PHP Support er ss-platform Some feature. do n t 
such as inux, Unix and w rk 
Micro on Wind WS. 
n Mier oft 
Windows and lacks of 
sc ion handling. 
JSP error asy to maintain and has Produces useless 
dynamic scripting message, needs extra hard 
disk space and extra 
memory space. 
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2.3.3.2 Comparison of Scripting Language 
This scripting is used as scripting in Dyflicia system needed to perform some 
programming, logics and confirmations. 
a. JavaScript 
JavaScript is a must in ASP .NET or other web development technologies to 
provide extra functionality. JavaScript is a scripting language from Netscape that is only 
marginally related to Java. Java and JavaScript is not the same thing. JavaScript was 
designed to resemble Java, which in turn looks a lot like C and C++. The difference is 
that Java was built as a general-purpose object language, while JavaScript is intended to 
provide a quicker and simpler language for enhancing Web pages and erver . 
Java cript is embedded a a mall program in a web page that is interpreted and 
executed by the Web client. The scriptcr controls the time and nature of the cxccuti n 
and Java ript fun .tions can be call 'd from within a W ib d cument often executed by 
mouse functi ns buttons, r ther acti ns from the u er. Java cript can be u ed to fully 
control Netscape and Mi 'r ' It W 'b brow scrs, including all the familiar brow er 
attributes. 
b. Visual Basic Script 
Visual Basic Script is the most popular used language in ASP.NET development. 
Visual Basic Script is a scripting language developed by Microsoft. It is a fast, portable, 
lightweight interpreter for use in World Wide Web browsers and other applications that 
use Microsoft ActiveX Controls, Automation servers, and Java applet urce, It i a 
scaled down version of Visual Basic. While it do ·sn't off ·r th· Iuuctiouulit r Vi suul 
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Basic, it does provide a powerful, easy to learn tool that can be used to add interaction to 
web pages. 
2.3.3.2 Comparison of Integrated Environment Development Tool 
Integrated Environment Development is software used to ease and boost the 
development speed. 
a. Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 
Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 is the comprehensive, multi-language 
development tool for rapidly building and integrating XML Web services and 
applications. Visual Studio .NET 2003 offers a highly productive environment in which 
to develop a broad range of Mier soft .N ·T connected applications and technologie . 
sing the high-perf rmance Micro oft .N --T Framework run-time environment, Visual 
Studio .N -.T provide <level per with powerful tools f r de igning, building, testing, and 
deploying W b service and applications, a' well as iharing best practice and 
guidelines in a team en ironment. 
- The .NET Framework 
The .NET Framework is a multi-language environment for building, 
deploying, and running XML Web services and applications. It consists of three 
main parts: 
Common Language Runtime 
Despite its name, the runtime actually has a role in both a component's 
runtime and development time experiences. While the c mp nent is running, the 
runtime i · responsible for mana iin 1 m •mory nllocution, t irtin up and t p in, 
- I 
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threads and processes, and enforcing security policy, as well as satisfying any 
dependencies that the component might have on other components. At 
development time, the runtime's role changes slightly; because it automates so 
much (for example, memory management), the runtime makes the developer's 
experience very simple, especially when compared to COM as it is today. In 
particular, features such as reflection dramatically reduce the amount of code a 
developer must write in order to tum business logic into a reusable component. 
Unified programming classes 
The framework provides developers with a unified, object-oriented, hierarchical, 
and extensible set of class libraries (APls). Currently, C++ developers use the 
Micro oft Foundation lasses and Java developers use the Windows Foundation 
la ses. The framework unifies these di parate models and give Visual Ba ic 
and J ript programmer accc to cla s libraries a well. By creating a common 
set of API acr ss all pro irarnmin 1 Ian 1uagc ·, the comm n language runtime 
enable cro ss-language inheritance, error handling, and debugging. All 
programming languag ' from J cript to I I, have similar access to the 
framework and devel pers arc free t choose the language that they want to use. 
ASP.NET 
ASP .NET builds on the programming classes of the .NET Framework, 
providing a Web application model with a set of controls and infrastructure that 
make it simple to build ASP Web applications. ASP.NET includes a set of 
controls that encapsulate common HTML user interface elements, such as text 
boxes and drop-down menus. These controls run on the Web erver, how er. 
and push their user interface as 1 fTML to the brow' ·r. nth· LT 't'. th · ntr ls 
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expose an object-oriented programming model that brings the richness of object- 
oriented programming to the Web developer. ASP .NET also provides 
infrastructure services, such as session state management and process recycling 
that further reduce the amount of code a developer must write and increase 
application reliability. In addition, ASP .NET uses these same concepts to enable 
developers to deliver software as a service. Using XML Web services features, 
ASP .NET developers can write their business logic and use the ASP .NET 
infrastructure to deliver that service via SOAP. 
b. Macromedia Dreamweaver 
Macromedia Dreamweaver is the professional choice for building web sites and 
applications. It provide a solid fl undation fl r widespread adoption of ascading tyle 
Sheets ( ), reamweaver i not only the most sophisticated and exten ible web 
design and devel pment environment it is als by far lhe m t accessible and standard - 
friendly. Dreamwcavcr M 2004 include' lute or the art, tandards-ba cd de ign 
control to en ur high-quality design. The entire de ign cnvir nmcnt is built around 
CSS to enable fa t m r efficient development of clean-c ded, profcs ional sites with 
sophi ticated de ign . ynamic multi-hr wscr validation automatically checks tags and 
CSS rules for design compatibility across leading browsers, the most common headache 
for developers. A built-in graphics editor using Macromedia Fireworks technology 
enables users to crop, resize, and edit graphics without leaving the Dreamweaver 
environment. 
The open, technology-agnostic nature of Dreamweaver MX 2004 allows 
developers to work with their technologie of choice. Its platform-inde ndent 
development environment supports al I major s irvcr tech no I ic in ludin > Mac 111 .di 
) 
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Cold.Fusion, ASP.NET, JSP, and PHP. SecureFTP encrypts all file transfers and 
prevents unauthorized access to data, file contents, user names, and passwords. Seamless 
integration with Microsoft Word and Excel enables users to preserve formatting as CSS 
when cutting and pasting into Dream.weaver. The product also includes tighter 
integration with Macromedia Flash, Fireworks, and other design and development tools 
in Macromedia Studio MX 2004. 
Below are the summary of Integrated Development Environment 
Table 2.3 Com arison of IDE Tool. 
Studio.N T 2003 
User-friendly environment, No able to build PHP and 
with ll 6 and L crver 
Pro Con 
Microsoft Visual 
structure editor in coding JSP page. 
view, has WY IWYG 
view integrated smoothly 
2000 
for XllTML, Tons of features which will 
ML, A P, Pl IP, and QL. take long learning time 
Great CSS implementation. 
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2.3.3.3 Comparison of Database Management System 
One of the following database management systems will be used to store all the Dyflicia 
records. 
a. Microsoft SQL Server 2000 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is a database management system by Microsoft. It is 
benchmarked for scalability, speed, and performance. SQL Server 2000 is a fully 
enterprise-class database product, providing core support for Extensible Markup 
Language (XML) and Internet queries. Its security ensures applications are secure in 
any networked environment, with role-based security and file and network encryption. 
Its Simplified Database Administration allows automatic tuning and maintenance 
features that enable administrators to focus on other critical tasks. Besides, it i high in 
availability which can help to maximize the availability f business applications with I g 
shipping, nline backup , and failover clu tors. 
b. MySQL 
Thi urce databa ·e management sy tern includes all of the required enterprise 
features plus many inno ati ns: 
Multiple storage ngines including full transaction support with commit rollback, 
crash reco ery and low-level locking capabilities. Developer can select from a 
range of storage engines from fast in-memory operation to full transaction 
support and clustering for high-availability. 
Query caching delivers significant performance benefits and with database 
replication, many slave servers can run off a single master server increasing both 
speed and robustness. 
8 
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A robust security system with advanced permissions and support for SSL 
transport-layer encryption provides robust application security. 
Full text indexing and searching enables rapid searching of text fields for words 
and phrases. This includes relevance rankings, exact phrase matching and 
Boolean search operators. 
Below are summary of database management systems comparison. 
T bl 2 4 C fD t b M ts a e . omparison o a a ase anagemen iystem 
Pro Con 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Support large amount of Expensive and some 
con-current users. advanced functions need 
Powerful database more learning and 
management system. exploration. 
Work well wi th /\. P.N ·T 
MySQL Open source and Inexperienced user might 
multiplatf rm. have some difficultie m 
u ing mySQL. 
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2.3.3.4 Comparison of Web-Server 
Web-server is needed to execute server-side script and run the dynamic page. 
a. Internet Information Services 
Internet Information Services (IIS) is a powerful Web server, which provides a 
highly reliable, manageable, scalable, and secure Web application infrastructure. IIS 
enables organizations of all sizes to quickly and easily deploy Web sites and provides a 
high-performance platform for applications built using Microsoft ASP .NET and the 
Microsoft .NET Framework. 
b. Apache Web-Server 
The Apache server is a powerful, flexible, HTTP/1.1 compliant web server. It 
implements the latest protoc ls, including HITP/1.1 (RI• 2616) and is highly 
configurable and extensible with third-party modules. Apache can be cu tornizcd by 
writing 'modules' using the Apache m dule APL It pr vide full source code and comes 
with an unre trictive license. Apache runs n Window NT/9x, Netwarc 5.x and above, 
OS/2, and mo t vcr ions of NlX, a' well a· several other operating systems. It i 
actively being de elop d 
Below are ummary of web server compari on. 
a c . omparrson o e crvcr 
Pro Con 
Internet Easy to setup as it comes with Can only run on Windows- 
Information Microsoft Windows NT and above. based system. 
Services 5.1 
Apache Web- Open source and multiplatform. Have to install and configure 
erver Support PHP. manually. 
T bl 2 5 C rw bS 
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2.4 Summary 
Based on developer's experiences in using Microsoft Windows and programming in 
Visual Basic before, ASP.NET and Microsoft SQL Server 2000 will be used to develop 
Dyflicia with Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003. Dyflicia will run on Internet 
Information Services 5.1. 
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Chapter 3 System Methodology 
3.1 Introduction to Methodology 
A methodology can be defined as a systematic way of accomplishing certain 
tasks. The method can be grouped as a collection of procedures, techniques, tools and 
documentation aids. These methods help the software developer to speed up and 
simplify the software development process. 
A methodology has four main objectives. 
To record the system requirements accurately. 
To monitor the progress of with a sy tematic method of development. 
To produce a system that is well documented and ca y to maintain. 
To provides an indication of needed change a early as p s iblc in the 
<level pment proccs . 
3.2 Fact-Findings Teehniqu •s 
To further understand and obtain what library and information centers users' 
needs and behavior, several identifying and retrieving methods have been chosen. This 
includes techniques such as Internet browsing and reading materials, questionnaire and 
study on current systems. All these information of requirements that are retrieved from 
the various sources are processed and analyzed. The output should give a precise picture 
on bow the system should look like and perform. 
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3.2.1 Internet browsing and material reading 
Internet or the "Information Superhighway" is a popular dynamic tool that 
researchers use to assists them in research work. This is because the Internet can 
provide access to a vast collection of information. Besides, reading material such as 
books, articles, magazines and newspaper are also an important source of information. 
For example, to get definitions of the project, Internet search engines are utilized. 
Other information such as web technologies, database technology and other related 
aspects are gathered from the Internet. Books and other reading material are also used to 
further understanding on certain topics. 
3.2.2 Observation and Current System Analysis 
Analysis and ob ervations f current existing sy tern is done in order to 
understand and find out how Dyflicia will work and functions. •ive of the existing 
websites are selected to do the analysis. Their str .ngth and wcakncs are identified and 
analyzed. 
The mam crit ria considered while analyzing a system includes the 
functionalities of the sy tern such as search capabilities and the user interface design. 
These two aspects are very important for a webpage to attract users to visit the site. The 
interactions with users are also evaluated. For example, a user is allowed go give 
comments and even suggests a library or information center. Un
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3.3 Development Methodology 
The software-life-cycle model or development model which will be used to 
develop Dyflicia is the Waterfall Life-Cycle model. Below is a full waterfall life-cycle 
model diagram. 
Requirements Analysis 
l-- System Analysis 
l-- System Design 
I 
I 
l--- Implementation 
1--- Code and Unit Testing 
l--- Integration Testing 
I 
I l--- 
Development 
Maintenance • I I , _ 
Figure 3.1 - Waterfall Model 
Waterfall life-cycle is the grandfather of all other software lifecycles. The 
waterfall consists of a linear set of phases that progress one after the other. One f the 
critical point in waterfall mode] is that no phase is complete until the documentati n f r 
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that phase has been completed. If there is a modification to earlier phase as a 
consequence of a feedback loop, the earlier phase is complete only when the 
documentation for the phase has been modified and checked. 
In waterfall model, testing is not a separate phase to be performed only after the 
product has been constructed, nor is it to be performed only at the end of each phase. 
Testing here is done continuously throughout the development process. 
Strength: 
• The model works well when the requirements and other factors (like technology) 
are well understood and will remain relatively stable 
It is straight forward, imple to understand and u e . 
Deliverables are fr zen at the end of each pha e and server a the baseline for the 
following phase . 
hange arc n t suppo cd to happen or are limited rare tightly controlled . 
• 
• 
• 
Weakness: 
• Does not ' ork well when the requirements or oilier factors are not well 
understood. 
Changes are difficult to make and can be expensive . 
Developer and users do not see the software until the end of the project. 
• 
• Un
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Why choose waterfall? 
Dyflicia is a small-scale system and its function is not more than to serve as a 
web-based system to provide and organize information. It is very unlikely that the 
requirement will change during system development. So, it is sufficient enough to use a 
simple and easy to use model instead of a complex model. 
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Chapter 4 System Analysis 
4.1 Introduction to System Analysis 
In order to produce the system requirements, system analysis must be done 
thoroughly. In this system analysis phase, various operations performed by the system 
and its relationships within and outside the system are studied. This is done by data 
gathering and analysis whereby the data will be gathered from various sources such as 
articles, Internet, interviews, survey and study on other existing similar systems. 
In the system analysis, the system's functions, constraints and goals are defined in a 
manner that is understandable by both users and system developers. In this phase, the 
final outcome will be the accurate system requirement specification which will be 
referred t produce the sy tern design pecification. Basically, this phase is aimed to: 
To produce clear and understandable system functional and non-functional 
requirements for system designer and system user . 
To identify the software and hardware requirements for developing the system. 
7 
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4.2 User Requirements 
4.2.1 Functional Requirements Analysis 
Public users - Any online users who will use Dylicia to retrieve information. 
Member - Include person-in-charge (Director) of a Library or Information Center and 
System Administrators. 
Module Description 
a) Browse the Directory of Library or Allow the u ers to browse the directory of 
(I) Public Users Module 
Information Center 
Users are the user who will use Dyflicia to 
search and retrieve information 
library or information center. The library 
and information center can be browsed by 
choosing: 
State - The state where the institution is 
located 
Institution type - The institution type. 
The result can be filtered by: 
Name- Name of the institution 
Cityffown - City or town where the 
institution is located. 
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b) Search a Library of Information This sub-module is used by the users to 
Center 
Email address 
Contact number 
search a library or information center. 
Users can fill in the following information 
to search 
Keyword - The keywords entered by 
Director or administrators to improve 
retrieval's accuracy 
Name - The name of the institution 
Description - The institution's description 
Director - The person-in-charge of the 
institution 
ervices - The erviccs provided by the 
institution 
Programme - The programme provided 
by the institution 
c) Feedback This sub-module is used by the users to 
give feedback on Dyflicia. Feedback form 
will request the user to key-in their 
- Name 
- Comment/suggestion. 
The feedback will be revi wed by the 
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administrator in the Feedback Management 
Module 
(II) Member Module 
a) User Register Allow the user to register as a member and 
register his or hers library or information 
center. 
b) Member Login Allow the member to login into Dyflicia to 
view his or hers institution registration 
status. They can also edit their institution 
details after login. 
c) Member Logout All w the member to logout from Dyflicia. 
It is a link that pre ent at every page within 
the member module. 
d) Member Change Password Allow the member to change their 
password 
e) Member Edit Information Allow the member to update their personal 
and institution information. 
(III) Administrator Module 
a) Security The module for security part in 
Administration Module 
a.I) Administrator Login This sub-module I u cd by the 
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Records Management library and information center 
administrator to login into Dyflicia. If 
login is successfully, administrator will be 
presented the Administration Main Page. 
a.2) Administrator Logout This sub-module is used by the 
administrator to logout from Dyflicia. It is 
a link that present at every sub-module 
within the administration module. 
a.3) Administrator Change Password 
b) Library and Information Center The module for managing the records of 
b.l) View Library and Information This sub-module t used by the 
Center Record 
This sub-module is used by the 
administrator to change password. The 
changes will take affect on administrator's 
next login. 
administrator t view library and 
information center record. 
b.2) Add Library and Information This sub-module IS used by the 
b.3) Edit Library and Information This sub-module Is used by the 
Center Record 
Center Record 
administrator to add library and 
information center record. 
administrator to edit library and 
information center record. 
11 
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b.4) Delete Library and Information This sub-module is used by the 
b.5) Search Library and Information This sub-module is used by the 
Center Record 
Center Record 
administrator to delete library and 
information center record. 
administrator to search for library and 
information center record. 
(C) Feedback Management The module for managing the feedback 
from the users. 
c.l) View Feedback This sub-module is used by the 
administrator to view feedback 
c.2) Search Feedback This sub-module is used by the 
administrator to search feedback. 
c.3 Change Feedback Status To allow administrator to change status of 
the feedback. There arc three status: 
- New :New Feedback 
- Critical :Required immediately attention 
- Viewed :Viewed and non-critical 
(D) Member Management The module for managing the member of 
Dyflicia. The members include person-in- 
charge and system administrators. 
d.I) View member This sub-module is used by the 
administrator to view all Dyflicia · 
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This ub-modulc is used by the 
administrator to search a Dyflicia's 
member. 
d.4) Search member 
To allow the Main Administrator (System 
Owner) to change the member type and 
edit their information. Member types 
include: 
Director - Only can edit his or hers 
institution information. 
Lower Administrator - Can access any 
administrator module EXCEPT Member 
Management module (E). 
Main Administrator - Has full access to 
the all Administrator's Module. 
member list. 
d.2) Edit Member 
d.3) Delete member This sub-module is used by the 
adrnini trator to delete a Dyflicia's 
member. 
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4.2.2 Non-Functional Requirement Analysis 
i) User friendliness 
User interface is a very important aspect in a web-based system as it is the 
communication medium between the user and the system. Dyflicia' s interface must be 
consistent. In other words, all the controls (buttons, tables, dropdown list) must be same 
size for all pages. The colour used should be same for similar sub-modules. Besides, the 
user must be told where they are now and provide navigation for them to move to upper 
level. This is to prevent the users from getting lost. 
ii) Correctness 
A system is functionally correct if it behaves according to the specification of the 
functions it should provide (functional requirements specifications). To make sure 
Dyflicia has high rate of correctne , it will be tested thoroughly. 
iii) Functionality 
The mo t imp rtant and critical function in Dyflicia will be the searching, 
browsing and retrieving information on libraries and information center . The testing on 
related modules to these function will be empha izcd. 
iv) Reliability 
The reliability of a system refers to the required precision of its function. To 
ensure reliability In Dyflicia, certain methods will be implemented. This includes input 
validation, friendly error-message and confirmation message. 
v) Robustness 
Robustness asks the question, "Does it behave reasonable when I misuse it?" 
The system which is high robustness behaves reasonable even in circumstance that 
l4 
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were not anticipated in the requirement specification. To make sure Dyflicia's 
robustness, user input is validated before it is sent to the server to be processed. 
vi) Efficiency 
Efficiency is equal to performance. Dyflicia must be developed to use available 
resource efficiently. This is important to make sure Dyflicia is fast in page generation 
and graphic loading. 
vii) Maintainability 
One of Dyflicia's goal is to provide a up-to-date information on libraries and 
information centers. To archive this, administration page is included to maintain the 
records of libraries and information centers. Besides, this page is used to manage other 
sub-module such as error report sugge tion and guestbook. 
viii) Security 
The main page for u ing yflicia is open to all public user . U ers can brow c 
the directory or search for inf rmation. The adrninistrati n main page is totally hidden 
form the public user . It is accessed via a different link. nly a regi tered administrator 
can login into the administ:rati n main page and make change. which will affects the 
database. 
ix) Reparability 
High reparability allows defect correction with limited effort. System bugs and 
errors may be found during implementation o testing. To make sure of high reparability, 
developer must have an up-to-date documentation, easy to read coding and comments 
for the codes. 
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4.2.3 Technical Requirement Analysis 
This part will discuss the chosen web-based development technology 
requirement, scripting language requirement, Integrated Development Environment 
requirement, database management system requirement, web server requirement and 
operating system requirement. 
4.2.3.1 Web-based Development Technologies requirement-ASP.NET/HTML 
(Source: http://www.microsoft.com) 
ASP.NET is chosen as the web-based development technology and work along 
with Hypertext Markup Language (HTML). HTML is the standard for presenting 
documents on the World Wide Web (WWW). It will be used for displaying page and 
integrate with ASP.N T which will provide scripting language to perform database 
function and programming logic. Below are some of the advantages of using A P.N T. 
Powerful database-driven functionaltty 
Like ASP (Microsoft's language preceding A P.Net), A P.Net allows 
programmers to develop web applications that interface with a database. The advantage 
of ASP.Net is that it i object-oriented and has many programming tools that allow for 
faster development and more functionality. 
Faster web applications 
Two aspects of ASP.Net make it fast -- compiled code and caching. In the past, 
the code was interpreted into "machine language" when website visitor viewed the page. 
Now, with ASP.Net the code is compiled into "machine language" before the visitor 
ever comes to the site. 
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Caching is the storage of information that will be reused in a memory location 
for faster access in the future. ASP.Net allows programmers to set up pages or areas of 
pages that are commonly reused to be cached for a set period of time to improve the 
performance of web applications. In addition, ASP.Net allows the caching of data from a 
database so your website isn't slowed down by frequent visits to a database when the 
data doesn't change very often. 
ASP.Net was tested and found to be over 10 times faster for the average user 
than Java's J2EE technology. While there have been some debates about the methods of 
the testing it is interesting to note that this has been validated by 3rd parties. 
Memory leak and crask protection 
ASP.Net automatically recovers from memory leaks and errors to make sure that 
the website is always available to the vi itors. 
Multiple language support 
Programmer can actually write their code in more than 25 .Net languages 
(including VB.Net, #, and JScript.Net). This allows programmers to deveJop the site in 
the language they know best. 
4.2.3.2 Scripting Language Requirement (JavaScript and VB Script) 
a) JavaScript 
JavaScript is a must have user-side scripting language in ASP .NET development. 
It is cross-browser support, which means, it can run on different browsers. It can be 
used to validate data on the client. It can also be used to create more sophisticated user 
interfaces. JavaScript can also be used to add effects to the website. It is much faster to 
download than some other front-end technolo ries like Flash and J rva appl ·t s. 
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b) Visual Basic Script 
Visual Basic script is the most popular language in ASP .NET development. It is 
fast, portable and easy to use and learn. It is used to perform scripting and programming 
logic in ASP .NET pages. 
4.2.3.3 Integrated Environment Development Tool - Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
2003 Enterprise Architect Edition VS.NET 2003) 
(Source: http://www.microsoft.com) 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 is the best tool for developing ASP.NET 
applications. It integrated the most important tool needed for developing a web-based 
system such as editors and designers. The editor refers to the code editor. VS.NET has 
the code-behind function which divide the HTML and ASP.N T codes. It makes 
coding easier, faster and more efficiency. 
For developing Dyflicia, V .NET s Web Form Designers will help to create 
What You See ls What You et (WY IWY ) A P.N T Web Forms application . It 
allows the developer to ha e a direct manipulation to the user' interface. The ability to 
drag and drop controls such as button and drop-down list reduce the coding and make 
development faster. 
Another feature which makes VS.NET as the choice is the Command Window. 
It combines some of the best features of the Immediate Window from Visual Basic with 
the power of a command line. The Command Window has two modes of operation. In 
Command mode, the window acts as a command-line tool. In Immediate mode, the 
Command Window is used for debugging. In Immediate m de, we can e ecute 
statements, change variables and print their values, and wuluat • c, pr' ·sion s. 
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4.2.3.4 Database Management System - Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Personal 
Edition 
(Source: http://www.microsoft.com) 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 is currently the most suitable database management 
system for developing data-driven ASP.NET system. Its query analyzer provide a great 
interface for querying the database and can be used to analyzing SQL Query from 
ASP.NET debugging session. Besides, its Enterprise Manager provides an easy to use 
and friendly interface to manage the database. 
4.2.3.5 Web Server Requirement-Internet Information Services 5.1 (HS 5.1) 
(Source: http://www.microsoft.com) 
JIS 5.1 comes with Microsoft XP Pr fessional CD. It is the only web server that 
can run ASP.N T web pages. It is to install and configured as it has a friendly window- 
based user interface. Although it has some security issues, it is still not critical as 
Microsoft will release security patch if a security hole is detected. Moreover, Dyflicia is 
not a security-critical system. 
4.2.3.6 Operating System Requirements (Microsoft Windows XP Professional) 
(Source: http://www.microsoft.com) 
Microsoft Windows XP Professional is chosen as it is the newest operating 
system that can run IIS 5.1 web server. It is built on NT system which is known for its 
stability. 
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4.2.4 Hardware Requirement 
The hardware requirement for developing Dyflicia will be based on Microsoft 
Visual Studio.NET 2003 Enterprise Architect as it is the most resource hungry 
application. 
Processor: PC with a Pentium II-class processor, 450 MHz 
RAM: 
Windows 2000 Professional - 96 MB 
Windows 2000 Server - 192 MB 
Windows XP Home - 96 MB 
Windows XP Professional & Windows Server 2003 - 192 MB 
Available Hard Disk Space: 
900 MB on system drive 4.1 GB installation drive 
Operating System 
Windows 2000 Windows XP, Wind ws erver 200 , r Windows NT 4.03,4,5 
0 
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Chapter 5 System Design 
5.1 Overview of System Design 
After performing the system analysis and choosing of suitable development tools 
for the project, the next step is the system design of the project according to the waterfall 
methodology. System design is defined as those tasks that focus on the specification of 
a detailed computer-based solution. It is also called physical design. System design 
focuses on the technical or implementation concerns of the system while system analysis 
(the previous phase) emphasized the business problem. 
There are many strategies for techniques for performing system design. The 
approaches that will be used here is the modern structured design. Structured design 
helps the developers to deal with the size and complexity of the system. lt is a process- 
oriented technique for breaking up a large system into hierarchy of small modules to 
ease the implementation and maintenance. 
System design for Dyflicia is composed of following parts: 
Structure Chart 
Application Architecture De ign 
o Context Diagram 
o Data Flow Diagram 
System Database Design 
Database Diagram 
Database Dictionary 
System Interface Design 
l 
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5.2 Structure Chart 
Below is the structure chart for Dyflicia. The data flow is from top to down. 
Please refer to data flow diagram for a full flow of inputs, outputs, processes and data 
stores. 
Dyflicia 
Public Users Members 
Search System 
Directors Administrators 
-4 Browse 
-4 Security Feedback 
Management 
Figure 5.1 - tructurc hart 
5.3 Application Architecture Design 
Application architecture defines the sy tern in terms of the data, processes, and 
interfaces and locations. This task is accomplished by analyzing the functional 
requirements of the system from system analysis. As the result, the context diagram and 
data flow diagram are produced. Un
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5.3.1 Context Diagram 
Context diagram identifies the interface of the system including the users using 
the system, the data from or to the system, and external systems that interface to the 
system. It identifies what data the system sends to and receives from the users, and how 
the inputs of the system are related to the outputs. 
- 
I 
.
- Public User ew - ,_ suit - - 
Sea 
Req 
View Record 
Request 
Search Result Add Record Request 
Vi 
Re 
Record Changes 
Confirmation 
L 
I 
View Result 
Changes 
Confirmation 
Search Result 
Member 
- (Person-In- 
Charge/ i.- 
View Record Director) 
Request 
Add/edit 
rch Record 
uest Request 
Dyflicia 
Authetlcation 
Result Authentication S h R Request earc equest 
• 
~ 
'--------;;. Member 
~ (Administrator) 
• 
Record Changes 
Confirmation 
View Record 
Request 
Add/Edit/Delete 
Record 
Request 
--  
Figure 5.2 - Context Diagram 
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5.3.2 Data Flow Diagram 
Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is used for depicting the decomposition of a system 
into a structure of activities (or processes) and their interfaces, together with the origins, 
destinations and stores of data. DFD's distinguish data, input, output, processes and the 
data flow itself. 
Public User 
PU 
Load Main 
Page 
Search 
Request 
PU2 
Load Search 
Page 
Search 
Keyword 
PU 2.1 
Search 
Result 
lnfonnation 
I 
Browse Reques Load Browse 
Page 
Feedback 
Request 
PU 3 
Load 
Feedback 
Form 
tbllnstitution 
Register 
Request 
.___~ I tblMember 
PU 1 PU 1.1 
List By State, 
City/town, 
Type. 
State 
Request 
lnfonnation 
L 
PU4 
Load 
Registration 
Form 
Registration 
Details 
1----Add 
tblFeedback 
Figure 5.3 Public User Module's DFO 
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Page 
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password 
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Yes Validate 
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and password 
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Load 
Administrator 
Main Page 
A1 
Records Management 
Request 
Roglstrotlon ,----'---... 
Management 
Request 
A 1.1 
Load UC 
Records 
Management 
Page 
A 1,2 
Load UC 
Registration 
Management 
Page 
View/Approve/Dedlne/ 
Search Roqu st 
A 1.4 
Add/Edit/ 
Load Member Delete/ Member Management Virm/ Management Search Request Page Request 
Add/Edit/ 
Doi tel 
View/ 
Search 
Request 
Director- 
M 1.2 
Display Error 
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I I 
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Change 
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Figure 5.4 -Member Module's DFD 
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5.4 System Database Design 
Databases are a stored resource. System designer must analyze how system will 
access the data in the database in order to improve performance. The database must be 
designed and analyzed carefully at this step to prevent future changes after the database 
has been implemented. Changes make to the database can be very costly and time- 
consuming after the implementation has started. It is because the changes may affect 
other artifacts that related to the database. Dyflicia' s database will be develop using 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Personal Edition which is a type of relational database 
management system. 
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5.4.1 Database Diagram 
tbl Institution 
tblMember PK instlD 
tblFeedback PK mlD iName 
PK flD iType 
mName ... iDesc 
tName ..... mUsername ~ iURL ,.. 
fEmail mPass iAddress 
fContent mEmail iCityTown 
fDate mContactNum iDirName 
fStatus mType iState 
FK2 memberlD iDirector 
iContactNum 
iOpenHour 
iOpenTo 
iCollSize 
iCataForm 
iCataType 
iCataCode 
iClassScherna 
iServices 
iProg 
iEquip 
iDate 
iStatus 
FK1 memberlD 
iPicData 
iPicType 
iKeyWord 
Figure 5.5 -Database Diagram 
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5.4.2 Database Dictionary 
Table name: tblMember 
Table Description: The table to store members' information. Members include 
directors and administrators 
Column Name Data Length Allow Description 
Type Nulls 
mlDPK bigint 8 N Member's ID number 
mName varchar 50 N Member's ID number 
mUsemame varchar 50 N Member's Usemame for 
login into Dyflicia 
mPass varchar 50 N Member's password for 
login into Dyflicia 
mEmail varchar 50 N Member's email address. 
mContactNum Varchar 50 N Member's contact 
number. 
mType char 1 N Type of member: 
D - Director, only can edit 
his or hers institution 
information. 
L - Lower Administrator, 
can access any 
administrator module 
~x ~PT Member 
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Management module. 
A - Main Administrator 
has full access to the all 
Administrator's Module. 
Table name: tbllnstitution 
Table Description: The table to store libraries and information centers' information, 
including approved. new registration and declined records. 
Column Name Data Len gt Allow Description 
Type h Nulls 
instID PK bigint 8 N Institution's ID number 
iName varchar 100 N Institution's Name 
iType Varchar 20 N lnstitution's Type. 
- National Library of 
Malaysia 
- Academic (University 
and Colleges (Exclude 
Secondary and Primary 
School)) 
- Public/State 
- Special Libraries 
- Government and Non- 
Government 
iDesc varchar 500 y Institution's Description 
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iURL varchar 500 y Institution's URL address 
iAddress varchar 500 y Institution's Address 
iCityTown varchar 50 y Institution's City or town 
iState varchar 50 y Institution's State 
iDirector Varchar 100 y Institution's director or 
person-in-charge 
iContactNum varbinary 50 y Institution's Contact's 
Number 
iOpenHour Varchar 500 y Institution's opening hours 
iOpenTo Varchar 500 y Institution's Open To 
(Public, Member, etc) 
iCollSize varchar 500 y 1 nstitution' s Printed 
C llcction Size 
iCataForm Varchar 100 y atal gue Form (example: 
ard) 
iCataType Varchar 100 y Catalogue Type (example: 
Author/Title; Subject) 
iCataCode Varchar 100 y Catalogue Code (example: 
AACR II) 
iClassSchema Varchar 100 y Classification Scheme 
(example: Dewey 
Decimal) 
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iServices varchar 100 y Services Provided 
(example: Lending, 
current awareness) 
iProg Varchar 500 y Special Programme 
(example: English Class) 
iEquip Varchar 500 y Special Equipment 
(example: OHP) 
iDate datetime 8 N The date when the record 
is added or edited 
iStatus varchar 2 N Status of the record. 
A-Approved 
p - Pending (Not 
Approved) 
D- Declined 
memberID FK biglnt 8 N The member who added or 
the record 
iPicData image 16 y The binary data of 
institution's image 
iPicType nvarchar 100 y The image type of 
institution's image 
iKeyWord varchar 1000 y The keyword for 
improving search's 
accuracy 
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Table name: tblFeedback 
Table Description: The table to store feedback's information 
Column Name Data Type Length Allow Description 
Nulls 
flD PK biglnt 8 N Feedback's ID 
number 
fName varchar 50 y The user's full 
name who 
submit the 
feedback 
fEmail varchar 50 y User's email who 
sent the feedback 
fContent varchar 500 N The content for 
the feedback 
fDate datetime 8 N 1 he Date when 
the feedback IS 
sent 
fStatus varchar 2 N Status of the 
feedback. 
N-new 
c - Critical 
(require 
immediately 
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attention. 
v - Viewed 
(Viewed and not 
critical) 
S- Solved 
memberIDFK biglnt 8 y Administrator 
who view and 
changed the 
status of the 
feedback. 
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5.5 System Interface Design 
Below are the screenshots of interfaces for important modules m 
Dyflicia. 
Ble Edit Y.iew Fiivorltes Iools lfelp 
Back y Search Favorites 
http: //localhostjdyflicia/index, aspx 
Go 
Welcome to Dyflicia, 
your one-stop location for finding libraries and information centres in Malaysia 
Quick Help: 
Dyflicia's Quick Search c=-- - L l 
[ Seurch ] 
JI 
Reglste1 Nowl lD ~11 ~ ~llQD iler 
Copyright C Dytllclo 200:.; 
Ba t Vl~':"ol.l In IJUO by ~OU Ro olutlon 
Locel rntrenet 
Figure 5.6 - Dyfliciu's Public U er Muin Page. 
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I ' 
Eile !;_dit 'ljew F~vorites Iools tfelp 
Back • Search Favorites 
http: lllocalhostJdyfliciafpubBrowse. espx 
JKajang Name City/Town I 
State Type 
bllll:ml r Pu Ji L rruy • df \.1 Pu h L: 
l!'f t I 1\ !r 1 ' I l \ I ' I 
I< ub Pub Lib• I'.ihang P1 ' D 
I' 1 11 ,'t It I 1lr ' t ' r 
ti• 
r 
n 
Done 
Figure 5.7 - Oyflicia's Public User Browse Page. 
Go 
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Ble !;_dit lt.iew F~vor~es Iools tfelp 
Back T Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyflicia/pubSearch.aspx Go 
> , ' B F iB s I LS' 
Any of the Word All of the Word The Exact Phase 
Close Advanced Search I 
p \1 
: 1 
I \ 
Locel lntr anet 
Figure 5.8- Oyflicia's Public User's Search Page. 
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I I 
Ble !;:dit '{jew F!!_vorites Iools !:!eiP 
.,J Back • Search Favor~es 
http: //localhost/dyflicia/login .aspx Go 
lkamarudd1n User Name 
Password 
Register Now! to add your Library or Information Center 
Copyright © Dyflicio 2005 
Best Viewed in BOO by 600 Resolution 
with Internet Explorer 6+ 
Done Locel lntrenet 
Figure 5.9 - Oyflicia's Member Login Page. 
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Ble !;;dit '.!'.iew Fi!vorites Iools tfelp 
Back ~ Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyflicia/directorlndex.aspx Go 
: Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin Ahmad 
Director Centre enable a Dyflicia 's Directors to 
manage their Institution and their profile 
Quick Help: 
,l )' ~ I ut 11 
I , r f 
Copyright ~ Dyflicla 2005 
Done Locel lntr enet 
Figure 5.10- Dyfliciu's Director Centre 
(If the member is a 1>erson-in-charge/director) 
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. ' 
EJle !;;dit '{_iew F~orites Iools !:!elP 
.; Back • Search Favorites 
http: I nocalhost/dyflicia/ adminlndex.aspx Go 
Administration Center - 
myProfile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Dayang Masmuliani 
Administration Centre enable a Dyflicia's admin 
to manage Institution, Feedback and Member 
Quick Help: 
F .-1 
Copyright © Dyflicia 2005 
Done Locel lntrenet 
Figure 5.1 t - Oyflicia's Administrator Centre 
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Chapter 6 System Implementation 
System implementation comes after system design is approved. Basically, it is 
the process of translation system representation produced by system design phase into a 
computer-readable form. In the other words, system implementation is the process of 
converting the system requirements, both functional and non-functional into computer 
source codes. 
6.1 Development Environment 
6.1.1 Hardware Configuration 
The computer's specification for development of Dyflicia is: 
Intel Pentium 4 2.4Ghz 
512MBRAM 
40 GB Hard Disk 
16XDVD-ROM 
SV GA Graphics Adapter 
Keyboard and mouse as Input. 
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6.1.2 Software Tools 
The software used can be categorized to two main purposes: report writing and 
system development. It is summarized in following table: 
Software - Report Writing Description 
Microsoft Word 2003 Word processor for writing report 
Microsoft Visio 2003 For producing Gantt chart, database 
diagram and flow chart 
Software - System Development Description 
Microsoft Windows XP Operation System 
Microsoft Internet Information Services Web Server for test-running Dytlicia 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 System coding, interface design, tasks 
Architect Edition management and system debugging. 
Microsoft SQL Server 2000 Personal Database server where all the data and 
Edition information from Dyflicia is stored. 
Internet Explorer 6 The mam browser used for testing 
Dyflicia. 
Adobe Photoshop CS Design images for Dyflicia' s interface 
Table 6.1 - Software Tools 
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6.2 Program Coding 
Coding is the process of translating system design's outcome into sources codes. 
The source codes are later accepted by the computer which will translate them into 
machine codes that will do as what human wish. Coding for Dyflicia is done in 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition. Technology used is ASP.NET 1.1 
scripting language is VB Script for server-side scripting and JavaScript for client-side 
scripting. 
6.2.1 The Tool (Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition) 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition is chosen as it is the best 
integrated development environment (IDE) tool available up-to-date. One of the 
functions that cannot be found in other IDE is the run-time debugging. Developer can 
debug while the system is running and this reduce debugging time and complexity. 
Coding in Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition is faster and 
less-time consuming. It supports coding-time error-check which checks for error during 
coding. For example, if there is a variable which is not declared, the coding interface 
will underline it. 
For the interface, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition support 
drags and drop of the web and html controls. All the controls' properties can be easily 
modified at the design view of a webpage. Although it can do the interface design, 
Abode Photoshop CS is used to produce more attractive image for Dyflicia. 
As a conclusion, Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 Architect Edition is chosen 
because it is easy to use and time-saving. 
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6.2.2 The Technology (ASP.NET 1.1 with VB Script and JavaScript) 
ASP.NET 1.1 is the newest version of the web-based technology from Microsoft. 
It has many advantages for both developers and users. We look at the four main 
advantages: (Source: http://www.brillianceweb.com/betterwebdesign/tips_52.aspx) 
a) Powerful database-driven functionality 
Like ASP (Microsoft's language preceding ASP.Net), ASP.Net allows 
programmers to develop web applications that interface with a database. The advantage 
of ASP.Net is that it is object-oriented and has many programming tools that allow for 
faster development and more functionality. 
b) Faster web applications 
Two aspects of ASP.Net make it fast -- compiled code and caching. In the past, 
the code was interpreted into "machine language" when your website visitor viewed 
your page. Now, with ASP.Net the code is compiled into "machine language" before 
your visitor ever comes to your site. 
Caching is the storage of information that will be reused in a memory location 
for faster access in the future. ASP.Net allows programmers to set up pages or areas of 
pages that are commonly reused to be cached for a set period of time to improve the 
performance of web applications. In addition, ASP.Net allows the caching of data from a 
database so your website isn't slowed down by frequent visits to a database when the 
data doesn't change very often. 
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ASP.Net was tested and found to be over 10 times faster for the average user 
than Java's J2EE technology. While there have been some debates about the methods of 
the testing it is interesting to note that this has been validated by 3rd parties. 
c) Memory leak and crash protection 
ASP.Net automatically recovers from memory leaks and errors to make sure that 
your website is always available to your visitors. 
d) Multiple language support 
Programmers can actually write their code in more than 25 .Net languages 
(including VB.Net, C#, and JScript.Net). This allows programmers to develop your site 
in the language they know best and it means that you can more easily find programmers 
to support the work on your site. 
For Dyflicia's development, VB script is used as the main server-side scripting. 
This is because of the VB Script is easier to learn than C#. Moreover, developer of 
Dyflicia has basic knowledge in VB Script. 
JavaScript is used in Dyflicia for client-side scripting. In Dyflicia, it is used to 
confirm delete of record to prevent record being accidentally deleted. Besides, it is used 
to catch user's <Enter> key press. 
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6.2.3 Coding Standard 
A coding standard is important to develop a system that is reliable and easy-to- 
maintain. Before coding starts, a standard will be set and it will be followed by all 
modules. The standards can be categorized into following sub-sections: 
a) Readability 
This is not a major problem when coding within Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 
2003. Developer does not need to worry about the readability of the codes. This is 
because the IDE automated the indents and spaces when it is needed to differentiate the 
codes. For examples, statements in a function will be indented to differentiate them 
from the function's definitions. 
b) Naming Technique 
In this context, naming refers to giving a name (declaring) for a variable, web 
controls, functions or subs. Good naming technique is important to make the codes 
easier to understand and easier to de referred during coding phase. 
For example, a string for storing a name is declared as: 
Dim strName for storing name 
A textbox for getting a name is named as: 
txtName 
A function for generating ID is name as: 
Function generate!D () 
With this techniques, developer will know that, strname is a string for name, 
txtName is a textbox for name and function generate!D() is a function for generating ID. 
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c) Internal documentation 
Internal documentation means commenting the codes. All modules and codes in 
Dyflicia will be commented. This is important to make the codes easier to understand 
and also provide a means for other developers in the future in case they come through 
the codes. Basically, internal documentation makes maintenance easier for both 
Dyflicia's developer and other future's developers. 
6.3 Database Development 
The development is done through the Enterprise Manager in Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000. After the database design is validated and approved, tables are created in 
Enterprise Manager. Enterprise Manager provides a user-friendly interface for creating 
database, tables and columns without too much hassle. 
For Dyflicia's database, a naming standard is followed to enable easy 
identification. The database itself is named as dbDyflicia. For table, it is started with tbl 
and followed by tables name. th/Member for example is for member's table. For 
th/Member's columns the columns' name starts them and followed by column's name. 
For example, mName refers to member's name. 
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6.4 Interface Design 
Interface in Dyflicia is lightweight to enable fast loading of information needed 
by users. All graphics used are designed and optimized for web by using Adobe 
Photoshop CS. Designs, fonts and colours chosen are used consistently throughout all 
modules in Dyflicia to enable users to get familiar with the system faster and easier. 
6.5 System Implementation Summary 
As a summary for Chapter 6, we can see that the implementation of Dyflicia 
focus on various aspects from coding till interface design. This phase takes the longest 
time among all the phases. It is followed by system testing to make sure all the 
functional and non-functional requirements are followed. This phase will be discussed 
in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 7 System Testing 
System testing is needed to establish the presence of software defects, if any. It 
is done thoroughly to discover errors in the system. On the other hand, system testing is 
also used to demonstrate the system's capability and to make sure it is working 
accordingly to the system requirements. For Dyflicia, testing is done in two phases. 
The first phases is component testing and the second phase is the integration testing. 
7.1 Component Testing 
Component testing tests the individual program components of a system. For 
Dyflicia's component testing, structural testing or sometimes called the white-box is 
used. In structural testing, test cases are derived according to the program's structure. 
Additional test cases can be derived from the developer's knowledge of the program. 
Test output then will be validated to make sure the component is working properly. 
For example, a small component, the add institution module in Dyflicia is tested 
with an institution details. The component here is the add institution module, test case is 
an institution's details and test output is the successfully updated institution table. 
Test Output 
Test Data 
Tests Derives 
Component 
Code 
Figure 7.1 Structural Testing 
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After component testing is done, all the program components must be integrated 
to create partial or complete system. After the integration, integration testing must be 
done to make sure it is working correctly. One of the problems in integration is to 
localize the error that is occurred. Therefore, incremental integration testing is used to 
reduce this problem. 
For Dyflicia's integration testing, bottom-up approach is followed. In this 
approach, each component at the lowest level of the system hierarchy is tested individual 
first. Then, the next components that will be tested are those that call the 
previously tested one. This approach is followed repeatedly until all components are 
included in the testing. 
For example, in the administration's member management module, all its sub- 
modules are tested first before the whole member management module is tested. Here, 
add member, search member, edit member and delete member are tested first before the 
member management module is tested. 
Let's say the component hierarchy is illustrated as Figure 7.2, its bottom-up 
testing will be done as in Figure 7 .3. 
Figure 7.2 Example of Component Hierarchy 
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TestC 
TestE 
Test B. E. F 
Test A, B, C, 
D,E,F,G 
TestF 
Test D. G 
TestG 
Figure 7.3 Bottom-Up Testing 
7.3 System Testing Summary 
System testing should be done thoroughly and continuously before the system is 
launched. It should not be neglected as human make mistakes. After system testing, 
Dyflicia is evaluated for its functionality, performance, limitations and its future 
enhancement consideration. These evaluations will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 8 System Evaluation and Conclusion 
In system evaluation, the strength and limitations of the system is analyzed and 
identified. This is done to produce an overview of the system in order to find out any 
possible enhancement that can be done in the future. Apart from that, all knowledge 
gained and problems faced during the development are also discussed here. 
8.1 System Strength 
Dyflicia' s strengths are listed as following 
a) Input data validation 
Dyflicia performs data validation when it is needed. For example, if users 
provide an invalid email address, Dyflicia will tell the users that the email address is 
invalid. Users are then required to correct their email address. 
b) No keyboard skill required 
The drop down list used in Dyflicia allows users to choose values without typing. 
For examples, users can choose from the list of states and types of institution from the 
Browse module. 
c) User friendly interface 
The colours and fonts used in Dyflicia are consistent throughout all the modules. 
Textboxes, drop down lists, buttons, data grids and other controls are located at suitable 
locations. This allows users to get familiar with the system faster and easier. 
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d) Search Module 
Dyflicia has an advanced search module. It supports searching from institution's 
keyword, name, description, director, services, programme and equipment. Users can 
choose to search "All the word", "Any of the word" and "The exact phase". 
e) Director's module 
With Director's module, a person-in-charge or called a director of an institution 
can add a library or information centre. This reduces the administrator's work as he or 
she does not need to add all the existing libraries and information centres. Any changed 
information about an institution can also be updated by the director of the institution. 
f) Password protected 
All modules that will make changes to the database will required the users to 
login, except the Add Feedback module. This is to prevent unwanted changes and 
damages to the database. 
g) Friendly error message 
All modules are protected from crashing if the web server or database server is 
not running or crashed. A friendly error message will tell the users that an error has 
occurred instead of allowing the page to crash. 
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h) Fast Loading 
Each page in Dyflicia is designed to be light and fast loading. The banner used is 
same for every page and this will take the advantage of browser's cache. All graphics 
are optimized for the web by using Adobe Photoshop CS. 
i) Easy and anytime accessibility 
Dyflicia is a web-based application and can be accessed from anywhere anytime 
via the Internet. 
j) Cross-browsers compatibility 
Dyflicia is tested on three major web browsers: Internet Explorer 6, Firefox 1.0, 
and Opera 7.54. Although all the functionalities are working, Firefox and Opera show 
limitations in certain area which will be discussed the next part: System Limitations. 
k) Image module 
Dyf1icia has an image module for users to upload an institution's image. This 
gives users to have a glance how an institution looks like. All images are stored into the 
database without creating extra folder and files in the server. This will prevent files 
overload. Besides, this will also ease the backup of the system without the need to copy 
all the images manually. 
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8.2 System Limitations 
Dyflicia's limitations are stated as following: 
a) Cross-browser compatibility 
Firefox 1.0 and Opera 7.54 are the two web browsers that are gaining popularity 
(Source: http://www.w3schools.com/browsers/browsers _stats.asp) 
They are not fully compatible with Dyflicia. The ASP.NET's validation's 
controls do not works as it should in these two browsers. Besides, the size and colour of 
web controls used in Dyflicia changed to different size and colour. Therefore, a 
reminder is provided at the main page of Dyflicia stating that Dyflicia is best viewed 
with Internet Explorer 6. 
b) Database Users and Backup 
There is no module in Dyflicia that support new database administrator creation 
and database backup. New database administrators and database backup can only be 
done via Enterprise Manager. 
c) Information provided 
Only the following types of library and information centre are provided: 
1. National Library of Malaysia 
2. Academic - University and Colleges (Exclude Secondary and 
Primary School) 
3. Public/State 
4. Special Libraries - Government and Non- ovemment 
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Only the following information of a library or information centre are provided. 
1. Name 
2. Type 
3. Description 
4. URL 
5. Picture 
6. Address 
7. City/Town 
8. State 
9. Person-In-Charge 
10. Contact Number 
11. Opening Hours 
12. Open To (example: Public, member, staff) 
13. Collection Size (Printed) 
14. Catalogue Form (example: Card) 
15. Catalogue 1ype (example: Author/Title; Subject) 
16. Catalogue Code (example: AACR II) 
17. Classification Scheme (example: Dewey Decimal) 
18. Services Provided (example: Lending, current awareness) 
19. Special Programme (example: English Class) 
20. Special Equipment (example: OHP) 
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d) Language used 
Dyflicia will be using English as the medium and it does not support multi- 
language. 
8.3 Future Enhancement 
A system is never complete as it needs to be changed, modified or enhanced to 
meets changing requirement and evolving technology. Hopefully, the next version of 
Dyflicia will come with following enhancements: 
a) Database Management Module 
This module will be considered for Dyflicia's future enhancement. With this 
module, backup of database can be done easily. Besides, database administrators can 
also be maintained and their password can be changed via a user-friendly interface. 
b) Attractive and Interactive Interface 
Dyflicia will attract more users if its interface is more attractive and interactive. 
This can be done by using Flash and CSS technology. 
c) More modules 
Hopefully, more modules can be added to Dyflicia. Modules such as interactive 
map to find an institution or a forum for discussion should attract more users. 
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8.4 Problems and Solutions 
a) Knowledge in web-based programming 
With very basic of web-based programming such as HTML, ASP.NET, VB 
Script and JavaScript, a lot of studies and reading is done within limited time. Studies of 
the technologies used are done parallel with system development. 
b) Knowledge in database 
Knowledge in database is also limited. Studies are done on Microsoft SQL 
Server 2000, database development and SQL Language in a short time. 
c) Knowledge in interface design 
Knowledge in interface design in also limited. Therefore, learning on Adobe 
Photoshop CS also is done in a short time. 
8.5 Knowledge Gained 
After the development of Dyflicia, the knowledge gained is: 
a) Learnt to use Microsoft Visual Studio.NET 2003 to develop ASP.NET's web- 
based application. 
b) Learnt to use VB Script as server-side scripting for ASP .NET 
c) Learnt ADO.NET for database manipulation in ASP.NET 
d) Learnt SQL Language for querying database 
e) Learnt Adobe Photoshop CS for image manipulating 
t) Learnt to work independently 
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g) Developed skill in documentations using Microsoft Word 2003 and Microsoft 
Visio 2003. 
8.6 Conclusion 
Although Dyflicia has its limitations and is not mature yet, it has achieved its 
objectives and has its own strength. It is now can be used as a web based system to 
organize, search and retrieve information on libraries and information centres in 
Malaysia. It also has advanced modules, the director module and the image module. 
Hopefully, future enhancement stated previously can be done on Dyflicia to produce a 
better version. 
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Chapter 1 
1.1 Run-time requirement 
The software run-time requirements for Dyflicia are: 
- Microsoft Windows 98 Second Edition and above 
- Internet Explorer 6 and above 
The hardware run-time requirements for Dyflicia are: 
- Intel or AMD based Processor 
- Random Access Memory of32 MB 
- SVGA Graphic Adapter 
- Modem for Internet Access 
- Internet Access 
1.2 User Manual Overview 
Chapter 1 
The software and hardware requirement of Dyflicia 
Chapter 2 
Highlight the public user's pages 
Chapter 3 
Highlight the director's pages 
Chapter 4 
Highlight the administrator's pages 
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Chapter 2 Public User 
2.1 The Public's Main Page 
EJle !;;.dit \!jew fg_vorites Iools !::!eip 
... If • 
Search Favorites ' 
. http:/llocalhost/dyflicia/index.aspx 
Go 
Welcome to Oytticia, 
your one-stop location for finding libraries and information centres in Malaysia 
Dyflicia' s Quick Search 
ikajang pub I ic I ibrary 
Search 
Quick Help: 
)- t ~ l 
f 'dl k 
L 11' 
t?.eQlste1 Nowl to add your Lll:2r r:y or Info1 matlon .c.mc 
Copyright (.l:) Oyfllcln 2005 
Best Viewed In 800 by 600 Resolution 
tocel Intranet 
Figure I - DyOicia's Public Main Page 
This is the main page for public users who visit Dyflicia, Type in query in Dyflicia's 
Quick Search to search for an institution. 
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2.2 Browse Page 
Eile !;.dit l!lew F~vorltes !cols t:!elP 
- -;;.,.._ ... ~--=-=--;~ -~~~~- -- .;=. .- --~--~ --- -~ - ~ 
. .!O_r~~, .•.;..~.(~·~;. ll .~ •• ...: e •· ... '.\ ., • • , • • ~ • , 
Bilek • Se<YCh Favtrtes 
http:/µocalhost/dyflida/pubBrowse.espx 
[I 
Go 
J City/Town 
Type Pub he 
S arch 
Loe lnlrencl 
Figure 2 - Dyfltcin's Browse l'11g 
1. lick n [Br w e] button nth' t pt a .ces Brow i Pagc, 
11. hoose [Stat ] r/and [Type] fin stitution to l cute an instituti n. 
111. [Name] and [ ity wn] an e u d t filter the re ult. 
iv. lick [ earch] butt n t tart brow ing. 
v. lick [Detail ] link to see full details of an institution Un
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2.3 Search Page 
Eile !;;dit '.!'.iew f![vorites Iools jjelp 
Back • Sea.-ch Favorites 
http: //localhost/dyfllcia/pubSearch. esox Go 
r----r,-, Any of the Word All of the Word The Exact Phase i____:.:._i • 
close Advanced '-C _ 
J1 
Javascrtpt1_doPostBack('dolRllCotds$_ctl3$_ct~.·) Locollnlr~ 
igurc 3 - Dytltcla's 'c.nr ih P11g 
1. lick[Brov e]butt n n thc t pt U''" s Br wse Pugc. 
u. By default ear hing will b b cd n "Any of the Word' fr m Keyword fi ld. 
m. Ii k [Show Ad an ed) r [ l Ad anced] to show/hide advanced search 
iv. Choo e advanced option and field. 
v. Click [Search] button to start searching. 
vr. lick [Details] link to see full details of an institution 
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2.4 Feedback Page 
E.ile !;.dit :i:;ew F!ivorites Iools tfelp 
Back ~ Search Favori:es 
http://locelhost/dyfllda/llddfeedBeck.espx Go 
Name jRav1 Akambaram 
[nhlil lrav11 yahoo.com 
Cnnt nnt 111format1011 1 out dat d for 
It jang's publ: hhrarv 
Copyright Oyfllcln 200!> 
eo-.-t Vlowod In 000 by 600 R olullon 
with lr1l1 rnut xplornr 6 1 
Loe I lntr 
lgur~ 4 - F idback Pn~ • 
1. lick [F edba k] butt n n th t p t F_,,_. Iback Pa) . 
11. Fill in all r quired inf rm ti n. 
111. lick [Submit] button to ubmit fl edback. 
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Chapter 3 Director Module 
3.1 Director Register and Login 
Ble '-dit :!_iew Fa.vorltes Iools i:jelp 
Back • Search Favortes 
http: //locathost/dyfllda/lndex. espx Go 
H 
Welcome to Oyflicla, 
your one-stop tocetion for finding ttbrsrtes ,wd intormetion centres in Malaysia 
Dvflicia's Quick Search [- ------., 
Qui .k Holp: 
'I 
I I 
Regjstci Now! to li: • • lt y inf tll· 
Copyright Cl Oytllcll! 200a 
Best Viewed In BOO by 600 Ro olutlon 
Loe lr;l;rencl 
Figure 5 - Th' R 'gi ster link 
1. lick [Regist r Now!) link in the Main Page or Login page to register as a 
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Eile !;_dit ~ew 
..._ • · ~ I I 
Back • Search Favorites 
http ://localhost/dyflicia/reQister. as:px Go 
Please Enter Your's tntormetton 
Name JRavi Akambaram 
UserName ravi 
Password [······ 
Confirm Pc1sswortl ._[•_•_••_•_• _.! 
r mull ._h_v_,\"'"~-v_a_ho_o_._co_r_i, __.I 
cnntuct N11t11bHr ,_Jo_1_60_5_2_5_4_1 <_,,! ___.] 
] R g1 er ~ ( u d 
Copyright Dylllcla 200 
,..., _ __... •••-···-.,. r •• ,..,,...,..., •·•• rnn ""·--••..&.•-- 
Figure 6 - Th R gl t. r Pngc 
11. Fill in aJI r quir d information 
m. Click [Regist r] butt n t r gi ter a irector 
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I I 
Elle t;_dit :i'.jew F!l_\/Orites Iools t!e1P 
Back • Search Favorites 
http ://localhost/dyflida/re<;iister. aspx Go 
Ravi Akamharam Successfully Ruqist ere d 
Name 
UscrName 
Password 
Confirm P ssword 
Erna II 
Contact NumlJor 
L oqlnNow' (Add your In tltutlon m E dlt your 
Copyright Dylllclo 200., 
Figure 7 - Rcgi trntlon uc · fully 
iv. Registration ucc ful. 
v. Click [Login] button on th top t l gin. 
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I I 
E_ile !;_dit \l_iew F~vorites Iools t:Jelp 
Back ~ Search Favorites 
http: //localhost/dyfllciaJ'login. espx Go 
User Nome lrav12oos 
Password [······ 
Register Now! to add yru Litxarv or Information Center 
Copyright C Dyfllcla 2005 
Best Viewed In 800 by 600 Resolution 
with Internet Exploror 6+ 
Locel lntrllf'IOI. 
Figur 8 - Login Pngc 
vi. Type in u emame and pa w rd t I gin. 
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3.2 Director Add Institution 
f. 
Eile !;:dit '.!'.iew F§.vorltes Iools tte1P 
Search Favorres 
http: I llocalhostf dyflldaf directorlndex. esax 
Welcome, R.wi Akambaram 
Director Centre enable•"' Dyflicii'l':s Directors to 
m.m,>ge tbnir Institution and their profile 
Quick Ht Ip: 
•' 
Copyright IC) Oyfll I 2005 
Figur 9- Dir· tor ·nt·r · 
1. After l gm lick [m Instituti n] butt n t add institution 
Go 
: Logout : 
Locel r.tr Met 
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E.ile !;.dit lflew F!l_vorites Iools ~ 
Back ~ Search Favortes 
http:/~ocalhost/dyflida/dirlnstManaoe.aspx Go 
: Logout : 
Institution not found. Would you like to add now? 
Yes J 
~~ 
No 
Quick Help: 
Copyright ID Dytllcla 2005 
Local lnlr 
Figure 10- lick f Yes] button to add in tltution 
11. The creen ab Ii k LY s] button to add institution. 
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Elle E_dit ~ew Fgvorltes IOOls ~ 
Back ~ FllVOl'ites 
http ://localhost/dyfkcia/dir Add!nst. aspx Go 
H . . : Logout : 
Welcome, Ravi Akambaram 
Please Enter Institution Information 
Name ll'.a1anq Public llbrarv 
Type PLJblic Add 
Add1ess ooscncnon No. 325, Jalan f elupu f' a Jang Public Library 
jhttp:/f1.a1 nghb. dum Director 
C1tv/Town Cont ct N111nb 1 
I IPL Addr ss 
Stat S rnw 1~ 
"ollcct1on S1~ 
L taloguo Fo1111 
Figure 11 - Fill in all information 
111. Fill in all r quired informati n and click LAddJ utton t add in uituu n. 
rv. In the next page Director can upload an image for the instituti n. 
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Back T Search F11vort:es 
http://localhost/dyfficia/Dirt.Jploaci>ic.aspx?strpassid-200CXXJ4'1&iName-t:ajang%21Pub!ic"t.20..ibrary Go 
I> • I H ' I t t 
: Logout : 
Welcome, Ravi Akambaram 
Picture Uploaded 
Browse ... ~ 
~Q-u-p-lo_a_d -Pr-~-ur_e__, Qk ] 
Loe I W-r 
Figur 12 - I mug upload pu re 
v. lick [Br w ] button t ch s' an ima > '. 
v11. Uploaded image i hown in the sam pag '. 
vm. Click [OK] butt n to r turn back to update information fi r in titution. 
ix. Please k ep in mind, an w add d in titution will need approval from 
administrator b fore it is shown to the public. 
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3.3 Director Edit Institution's Information 
i. Click [my Institution] button from Director Centre. 
Ble f,dit :Uew Fa.vorites Iools t:[elp 
Back ~ Search Favortes 
http://localhost/dyflida/dlrlnstManage.aspx Go 
: Logout : 
Institution found. Would you like to edit institution's information? 
Q11ic:k I tulp: 
Copyright Oytllclo 200.i 
Done Local kllrlliMt 
Figure 13 - Edit Institution Information 
11. lick [Y ] butt n in the next pag ~ to edit in titution s inf rmation. 
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file ~dit '.!'.iew Fgvorites Iools ~ 
Back • Search Favorites 
http://locahost/dyflida/dirEditinst.aspx?strIDpass-20000011 Go 
: Logout : 
Welcome, Ravi Akambaram 
,_U_p_d-at_e_, [~~-] 
I OJ.09 '"bl" ~ 
=::J Olroctor 
Name f a;ang Public ubrarv 
Typo 
Description Acldress No. 325, Jalan f oiupu 
URL Addrc'is 
City/Town 
BttltP 
igur 14- Edit In tttuttou's tnformntton 
111. Change all r quired inf rrnati n. 
iv. lick [Update] button t update informati n. 
v. Plea e keep in mind, updating inf rmation will set the in .tituti n s . tatu t 
Pending and ther fore need t e approved by administrator before it can be 
hown for public us r. 
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3.4 Director Edit Profile 
Eile i;;.dit Y.iew Fa.vorites Iools tjelp 
Back • Search Favorles 
http://loc&lhost/dyfllda/directorlndex.11spx Go 
: Logout : 
Wolcome, Ravi Akambaram 
Director Centro enable a Dyflicia's Directors to 
m.m,1ge thulr tnvtitution and their profile 
Quick I lolp: 
I > 
Copyright Dytllcla 2005 
Figur IS - Oir tor's ·nt r • P11gc 
1. lick [ myPr file] button fr m ir ict r intro l .dit profile, 
ti. The following screen i 
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Eile t;;dit '.!'jew F~vorites Iools t!elP 
Back • Search Favorb>s 
http: //klcall-cst/dyfklafprotlleEdit · espx Go 
: Logout : 
Nan1e ~IR_a~_'l_A_k_am_b_a_ra_n_1 _____. 
Email l'-'ra:..cv_,1@"-\'-''a:.:_h.:..oo.:....'..::.co.:....n_1 ___, 
Contact Number [12,1663525~ 
( B ck 
• h ncie Passw~ 
Copyright C Oytllcla 2005 
Figur l 6 - pdnt Profll 
m. hang all r quir d inforrnati n. 
iv. lick (Update] button to update profile. 
v. lick [ hange Pas word] butt n t hang pa' 'W rd. 
vi. The following er en i hown 
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I I I I 
f:ile ~dit '.!'.iew F~vorltes Iools ~ 
Back • Search Favortes 
http:/flocalhost/dyflicia/profilefdit.aspx Go 
: Logout : 
Name '--jR_av_1 _Ak_a_m_b_ar_a1_n _ 
Email L..lra'-v-==1@'-'v_a_ho_o_. c_o_m --' 
Contact Number jo 1663525415 
Bad 
11..•pd te P sswor~ 
New Password L-1•_••_•_••------ 
Conflrm fl s sword [•••H• -----I-- 
Copyright Oylilcla 200 
Done Locel lr*renel 
Figure 17 - hange Password 
vu. yp in n w pa word and nfirm pa word. 
v111. lick [Update] butt n t ave new pa sw rd. 
ix. lick [Back] button to return to Dir" tor ntre. 
3.5 Director Logout 
Logout link i provided at e ery page at the right top side. Clicking on the 
[Logout] link will logout the current user. 
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Chapter 4 Administrator Module 
4.1 Administrator Login 
Ejle "dit \!Jew F~vorites Iools t:1elP 
SeNch Favorites 
http://locelhost/dyflic:ia/k>Qin.aspxi'msg• Go 
User Nome "-11 a;;...n...;;1a...;;ru_dd;;...1n _,j 
Pos word ~·•••• ------ J 
Reglsle1 ~ WQIJ l 
Copyright Cl Oyfllcla 2005 
Bo t Vlowod In 000 by 600 R olutlon 
with Int rn t xelor r CH 
Figure IS-Administrator Login P11g 
t. lick [ ogin] button fr m th main page t l ad the Login Page 
u, Type in u emame and p word to login. 
111. Administration entre Page is shown: 
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E)le !;_dit Jl.iew F11.vorites Iools !::!elP 
Back T Searrh FllVOrites 
http://localhost/dyfllda/adminlndex.aspx Go 
Admimstratiun Center 
: myprofi!e : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin 
Administration Centre enable a Dyflicia's admin 
to m<)mtge Institution, Feedback and Member 
Quick t lolp: 
Copyright C Oytllcla 200 
Done Loe I lnt.renct 
Figure 19- Admintstratlen ntr Pu re 
4.2 Administrator Institution Management 
1. Click [Institution] button from the Admini tration entrc t load In tituti n 
Management Page 
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EJle !;_dit ~ew F§.vorltes Iools !::!elP 
Back • Search Favori::es 
http:/ llocalhost/dyflldaJ AdminlnstMana<Je. espx Go 
; myProfile : : Logout : 
Institution's Name Status 
~a1a11_g ----=I,__] Active 16.dd an Inst1tut1on J 
Loe I lnlr l 
lgure 20- Institution Mnnngcmcnl Page 
11. Type in query t arch for an in tituti n. hang' status to find d ir d itatus 
institution. 
in. Statu ar : Acti Appr id f r ublic i v ing , P riding (awaiting approval), 
Declined (declin d by admini tration) 
4.2.1 Administrator Add Institution 
1. lick [Add an Institution] button from the Institution Management Page to add 
an institution. 
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Ejle ~dit \1ew F~vorites Iools !:!elP 
Back • Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyflicia/a<ininAddlnst.11Spx Go 
myProfile : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin 
Please Entor Institution Information 
Add 11 Bad 
Namo [±ilik Jntan Pubhc Llbrarv 
Type Pub he 
Description Address Teluk Int n Public ubrarv Jalan Durian. 33336 Telu~ 
In tan 
URL Address Int Director Is Im h .ti.dbull h 
Cily/lown lrelu~ Int n J Contd ct &ii[ I Number 
St lo p ll 
Cello tlon Sl10 !Ji/a J OJIPll \111 
Done Loe I k1tr t 
Figure 21 - Ad mini trator (Add Institution) 
11. ill in required inf rmati n. li k [Add] butt n lo udd U1' n iw in uituti n. 
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, - u_&O.,....:.;.~·-~-~~ ~"' '' I I I I ' 
Elie !;dit \IJew f§.vorltes Iools t!elP 
SeHch Favorites 
1 http://localhost/dyfliciaNploadPic.aspx?strpassid•20000045a..Jame•Teiuk"A>201ntan~%20l.ibrary 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Picture Uploaded 
Welcome, Komaruddin 
Browse ... 
Qpload P1ctu1 o ~j [Add Another lns.!:!_ut1on] 
lgurc 22 - Adminlstratnr Uplmul Ima •c P11 se 
Ill. lick [Br w c] utt n t ch an unn l '. 
iv. lick [Upl ad] button t upl ad chos en imag '. 
v. Uploaded image i hown in the run par . 
vi. lick [Add an ther in tituti n] utton to add anoth r instituti n. 
Go 
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4.2.2 Administrator Edit Institution 
1. Click [Edit] link of an institution from the Institution Management Page to edit 
the chosen institution. 
E,lle !;.dit !£iew f§.vorites Iools ljelp 
Back T Search Favortes 
http://localhost/dyflicla/Admlnlnstl'lanage.aspx Go 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Javas~:_doPostBac!(('do!R&eords$_ctl7$_~, ") Locel k'ltr 
Figure 23 - Th Edit ink 
11. hange all r quired informati n. lick l pdatc] button t save the change . 
111. lick [ hange Picture] if ne d d. 
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Elle g_dit ~ew Fil_vorltes Iools t!elP 
Back • Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyflida/aO:ninEditinst.aspx?str!Dpass-20000007 Go 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin 
[_1,.1pdate J [ Bad J 
Name fubi1· Intan's Public Library I) 
lype Pubhc [change Picture 
Description r etuk tntan's Public Library Addross Jalan I ualn 2, •H332, 
Teluk lntan 
Clty/rown Ir IL1I Int n Contact Numl>or 
URL Atldrosc; [futp·//www.t Director 
St It 
Loe 1 lntroncl 
Figur 24 - pdnt institution\ inform ltion 
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4.2.3 Administrator Delete Institution 
1. Click [Delete] link of an institution from the Institution Management Page to 
delete the chosen institution. 
Elle !;.dlt 'l)ew F§.VOrites roots tfelp 
Back ~ Search Favorites 
http: I nocalhost/dyfllcla/admin!nstManaQe. esox Go 
: my Profile : : Logout : 
Institution's Name Status 
L - ~ ACtlVP ... L Search --- I Add an tnsntunon J 
Loe I •tl.r 
Figure 25-Th' D •l •t' Link 
11. Following sere n will b sh wn with ·h s ·n instituti n's I tails. 
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E)le ~dit l{jew F~vorites Iools tlelP 
Back • Favorles 
http: //localhost/dyflida/ adminDellnst. aspx?str!Dpass-20000)()7 Go 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Name jreluk tntan's Public ubrarv 
Type jPublic 
Description Telu~· Intan's Publrc Ltbrar 
.___o;;;:e...;le_t_~ [ __ Bw_c~k J 
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Locol ltitr 
Figur' 26- Delete an In stltutlou 
111. lick [Delete] butt n t d 'l itc the 'Cl 'Ct cd in stitution. 
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4.3 Administrator Feedback 
Eile !;.dit '.!'.jew F~vorites Iools tjelp 
Back ~ Search Favorites 
http: 1 /localhost/dyfllcia/feed'lacl<MaMge. aspx 
..,. Go 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kdmaruddin 
I ee!IO.ick Content [iCiQ'ITT}aii I] st erus New- N 
' llr'•f i 
Flgur • 27 - Fe dback Pn~' 
1. se the Feedback c ntcnt tcxtb , and statu · s dr p down Ii ·t t catch f r a 
specified fe dback. 
11. lick [ dit) link fl r a feedba kt hang it talus. 
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MicrosOft lnternefEXp~.---,~··'~"' --·· .. ---~····· . _ . . ... 
E)le !;.dit '.!'.Jew FS!vorites Iools t!elP 
Back • Search Favorites 
http: //localhost/dyflida/editfeedback. aspx?str!Dpass-300l'.Xl 13 Go 
: my Profile : : Logout : 
Name !Kamaruddin Abdullah 
Email lkamal@vahoo.com 
Content r, loqm ,.,, 
D tr. [3/1/2005 J 
Current Status [New _J 
Vlow/GhAlll)O By !Non 
[VriTBt 
Ch nqo St<1t11'i 
Figure 28 - hange ~uuus of u Feedbnck 
111. the [ hang tatu l dr pd wn list to han the f edback statu . 
iv, Click [Update Statu] butt n t update the feedback's tatu . 
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4.4 Administrator Member Management Page 
Elle !;.dit \!_iew F!l_vorites !cols !jelp 
Back • Search Favtries 
http://localhost/dyfhcla/minMemberManaQe.aspx Go 
I t t ' 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
W~lcome, Kamaruddin 
Memb 1 's Name Add S arch 
h1 1 h 
Figure 29 - M mb r M1m11g 'Ill •nt I'll~• 
1. lick [Memb r] butt n to l ad th' M '111 ·r Managem nt Page. 
11. Use the M mber s Name textb x to s arch f r a m rnber, 
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4.4.1 Add Member Information 
1. Click [Add] button from Member Management Page to add a member. 
E.lle ~dit :iJew Fo.vorltes Iools !jelp 
Back • Search F11vortes 
http://localhost/dyflida/adminAddMember.aspx Go 
: my Profile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin 
Pico P [ntor Mombor's lntormotion 
Name INgu vunq Chai 
userreeme lvungchw 
Pns word [······ 
Confirm Pl'!lssword f.••••• 
Contact Numuur 
r mull 
Mnmbor 1 ypn Full A l Adrrn111 tr 11 
Add ~H f\ I 
Copyright Cl Oylllcla 200., 
Done loc!ll hlr t 
Figure 30 - Add n M imber Page 
n. Fill in all requir d inti rmati n and lick [Add] bull n to add rn mbcr. 
111. Member type - Full Acee s Admini trat r wer Administrator (same as 
adrnini trator exc pt do not ha e access to Member Management Page 
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4.4.2 Edit Member Information 
,. 
Ejle t;.dit '.!'Jew Fo_vorites !ools t:telP 
Back y Search Favcrl:es 
http://localhost/dyfllcia/admlnMemberManaQe.aspx Go 
I t + 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin ~------~ 
Mernb 1 's Name Search Add 
~- .,. . 'l'ype " .· - ~ 
wHu ' . 
Fij!ur JI - Th Edit link 
iv. Click [ dit] link to edit a member informati n 
1 I 
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a
Eile ~dit ~iew F!!.vorites !ools ~ 
Back ~ Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyfllcia,ladminEditMember. aspx?str!Opass--1OO<lXl13 Go 
: my Profile : : Logout : 
Nome ~a..:fV.:...la::.:- s.:...mc:;u.c.::ha'-'-'n"-1 ___JI 
Email jdayang@vahoo.com I 
:J 
, _.I· 
B.id I 
Contact Number 
MomborTypc 
Copyright (!:) Oylllclo 2005 
Figure 2 - diting Memb r's lnformution 
v. Modify nee ary information. lick ( pdat 'J utton t save the chan ic 
vi. Click [ hange Pa sword] button t change pa word. 
v11. The following scr en i hown 
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P~.------·•·'-'·~······~'-'~····--. . ·-- . 
E.ile g_dit '.l'_lew F~vorites !ools tielP 
Se<Yth FavOfites 
http://localhost/dyflicia/acinnEditMember.aspx?strll)pass-!CXXXXJ13 Go 
: myprofile : : Logout : 
Name clo..::a.:....va:::.n.;.-qc..:M..;..a::.:s:.:.:mc.c:u..;..lia:::.n..;..1 __, 
Email lctavang•~yahoo.com 
Contact Number [03525415·12 
Mo111lrnr l ypu Full Access Adm1n1 trator 
.__ ]_, Bad 
Now fln sword r;; •••• 
Contlrm Pa.,swort1 l•••H• I 
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Figure 3 - hnng Pn. word 
vm. Type in new pa sw rd and c nfirm pa word. 
ix. lick (Update] button to a new pa word. 
x. lick [Back] button to return t tr t r entr . 
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4.4.3 Administrator Delete Member 
• -!.· . 
Elle !;:dlt :Liew F§.vorltes Iools tjelp 
Back T Search Favorites 
http://localhost/dyflicia/~MllrlaQe.aspx Go 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
Welcome, Kamaruddin ------~ Member's Name 
it~~~~~~~iiii1 
Ahc L~ u 
I 
javascr~:_doPostBacil{'dgIRecords$_ctl12$_ct11',') Loe l~renct 
Figure 34 - The I) 'I •t Link 
1. lick [Delete] link fa m mb r fr m th· M m ·r Manag "11l ·nt Paac t d ilctc 
the chosen member. 
11. Foll wing scr n will with ho m m emb rs detail . 
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Ejle ~dit :flew F~vorites Iools ~ 
Back • Search Favcries 
http://localhost/dyfllda/acinlnDelmember.aspx?str!Dpass•l0000021 Go 
~ l t j 
Welcome, 
Name !suha1h 11.bdullah 
userName ~2 
Email lt(O}l.COM I 
Contact Number l!_ I 
Member Tyµc lo1rector _J 
: myProfile : : Logout : 
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Done Local r.tr 
Figur 35 - 0 I t' M smbcr 
111. lick [Delete] button to delete th elected m cm er. 
4.5 Administrator Logout 
Logout link i pr ided at e ery age al th n ht top id . licking n the 
[Logout] link will logout the curr nt administrator. 
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